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ABSTRACT

Mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane con-
ductance regulator (CFTR) gene cause cystic fibro-
sis (CF), but are not good predictors of lung phe-
notype. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
previously identified additional genomic sites asso-
ciated with CF lung disease severity. One of these,
at chromosome 11p13, is an intergenic region be-
tween Ets homologous factor (EHF) and Apaf-1 in-
teracting protein (APIP). Our goal was to determine
the functional significance of this region, which be-
ing intergenic is probably regulatory. To identify cis-
acting elements, we used DNase-seq and H3K4me1
and H3K27Ac ChIP-seq to map open and active chro-
matin respectively, in lung epithelial cells. Two ele-
ments showed strong enhancer activity for the pro-
moters of EHF and the 5′ adjacent gene E47 like
ETS transcription factor 5 (ELF5) in reporter gene
assays. No enhancers of the APIP promoter were
found. Circular chromosome conformation capture
(4C-seq) identified direct physical interactions of el-
ements within 11p13. This confirmed the enhancer-
promoter associations, identified additional inter-
acting elements and defined topologically associat-
ing domain (TAD) boundaries, enriched for CCCTC-
binding factor (CTCF). No strong interactions were
observed with the APIP promoter, which lies outside
the main TAD encompassing the GWAS signal. These
results focus attention on the role of EHF in modify-
ing CF lung disease severity.

INTRODUCTION

The power of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to
link regions of the genome with physiological or disease

states is immense (reviewed in (1,2)). However, the chal-
lenges of moving from single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) exhibiting high associations with a trait to causative
variants are even greater (reviewed in (3)). In the simplest
case, the variant lies in the coding region of a gene and com-
promises protein function by altering amino acids. More of-
ten, the SNPs map to non-coding regions of the genome
and are hence assumed to impact regulatory elements for
nearby genes (4). In rare cases, the most significant SNP
alters the binding site of a critical transcription factor in
a known cis-regulatory element (5). More commonly, the
highest P-value SNPs merely mark an intergenic region and
the associated haplotype then provides a starting point for
exhaustive molecular studies aimed at deciphering the regu-
latory mechanisms and key gene targets. An example of this
is the cystic fibrosis modifier locus on chromosome 11p13.

Cystic fibrosis (CF), the most common autosomal reces-
sive disease among Caucasians is caused by mutations in the
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene
(CFTR) (6–8). Lung and digestive system pathology are the
major features of the disease, which is associated with more
than 2000 different mutations within CFTR. One mutation,
F508del (the deletion of a phenylalanine residue at amino
acid 508) occurs on about 70% of CF chromosomes (9).
However, even among CF patients homozygous for this mu-
tation, there is no correlation with lung disease severity, the
major predictor of lifespan (10). Despite this lack of con-
cordance with CFTR mutation, CF lung function exhibits
a strong genetic component, implicating the existence of
other loci that modify the phenotype (11,12).

Extensive GWAS for lung disease severity in CF patients
identified multiple regions of the genome that strongly asso-
ciated with this trait (13,14). These sites include both known
loci (the MUC4/MUC20 mucin genes at chr3q29 and the
SLC9A3 solute carrier gene at chr5p15.3, among others)
and an intergenic region at chr11p13, located between the
Ets-homologous factor (EHF) and Apaf-1 interacting pro-
tein (APIP) genes. Here we investigate the chr11p13 region
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to reveal how SNPs underlying the GWAS findings con-
tribute to the regulatory landscape. Of note is the very high
linkage disequilibrium across the region (15), which adds
substantial complexity to the search for causative variants
(16).

The most significant SNP in the combined GWAS is
rs10742326, which lies 3′ to the promoters of the 2 flanking
genes and is almost equidistant from each of them (Figure
1) (14). On the 5′ side is EHF, an epithelial-specific Ets fam-
ily transcription factor and on the 3′ side is APIP, which is
involved in apoptosis and the methionine salvage pathway
(17,18). EHF was recently shown to have an important role
in lung epithelial function by regulating inflammation and
pathways of response to injury (19,20). A second Ets fam-
ily transcription factor, E47 like ETS transcription factor
5 (ELF5), which is expressed in glandular epithelium is lo-
cated 5′ and adjacent to EHF (21). At the other end of the
genetic interval, the X component of the Pyruvate dehydro-
genase complex (PDHX) maps 3′ to APIP and may share
a bidirectional promoter (Figure 1). Using a combination
of methods to examine open chromatin, histone modifica-
tions, physical interactions across the region, and enhancer
function, we establish the 3D-architecture of 11p13 and de-
fine regulatory mechanisms that are likely key to the role of
this region in determining CF lung disease severity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Calu3 (22), 16HBE14o- (23), Caco2 (24) and BEAS-2B (25)
cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
(low glucose) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). K562
cells (26) were grown in Roswell Park Memorial Institute
(RPMI) 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Pri-
mary human bronchial epithelial cells (HBE) were donated
by Dr Scott Randell (UNC) and grown in Bronchial Epithe-
lial Cell Growth Medium (Lonza).

Luciferase-based reporter assays

Sequences encompassing gene promoters (∼1.5–2.0 kb up-
stream of TSS) and putative enhancers (∼400–800 bp cen-
tered on the DHS) were amplified using Phusion poly-
merase (New England Biolabs) with the primers shown in
Supplementary Table S1A. Fragments were inserted into
the promoter or enhancer sites of the pGL3 Basic luciferase
vector (Promega) and transfected with Lipofectin or Lipo-
fectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) into 16HBE14o-, Caco2
and BEAS2B cells. A modified pRL Renilla luciferase vec-
tor (Promega) was used as a transfection control. Cells
were assayed for Renilla and firefly luciferase activity af-
ter 48 h using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System
(Promega) (27).

DNase-seq

DNase-seq data for Calu3 (20), Caco2 (28), HTE (29),
and HBE (28) cells were generated previously. DNase-
seq for 16HBE14o- cells was performed as previously de-
scribed (28,30). All data are deposited at GEO (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo; GSE52181, GSE63400, GSE74709,
GSE94726).

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

ChIP followed by quantitative polymerase chain reaction
(ChIP-qPCR) was performed as described previously (31).
Antibodies specific for CTCF (Millipore 07–729) or nor-
mal rabbit IgG (Millipore 12-370) were used. qPCR was
performed using SYBR Green reagents (Life Technologies)
and primers listed in Supplementary Table S1B.

ChIP and deep-sequencing (ChIP-seq) data was gener-
ated according to standard protocol as described previ-
ously (20). Antibodies used were from Abcam (ab) or Mil-
lipore (mi) and specific for H3K4me1 (ab8895), H3K27ac
(ab4729), H3K4me3 (mi07–473), H3K27me3 (mi07–449),
H3K9me2 (ab1220), H3K9me3 (ab8898) and H3K36me3
(ab9050). H3K4me1 and H3K27ac data in Calu3 and HBE
cells used here were generated previously (Calu3 (20), HBE
(55)) All data are deposited at GEO (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo; GSE63400, GSE74709, GSE94726).

Reverse Transcription-qPCR (RT-qPCR)

RNA was extracted from cells using Trizol (Ambion) ac-
cording to manufacturer’s instructions. Reverse transcrip-
tion used TaqMan Reverse Transcription Reagents (Life
Technologies) by the standard protocol. qPCR assays were
performed using SYBR Green reagents (Life Technologies)
and primers listed in Supplementary Table S1C.

Circular chromosome conformation capture and deep-
sequencing (4C-seq)

4C-seq was performed as previously reported (28) in Calu3,
HBE, 16HBE14o- and K562 cells. The primers used to gen-
erate libraries for each viewpoint are listed in Supplemen-
tary Table S1D.

Two independent 4C libraries were generated for each
viewpoint in each cell type. The sequencing data were pro-
cessed using the 4Cseqpipe protocol (32). All 4C-seq images
were generated using default parameters of the pipeline.

Statistical analysis and graphs

Error bars denote standard error of the mean (SEM). Sta-
tistical significance was performed using Student’s unpaired
t tests on Prism software (Graphpad).

RESULTS

Chromatin landscape of the 11p13 region

Open chromatin. The region identified by the GWAS for
CF lung disease severity is shown in Figure 1 and encom-
passes ∼200 kb between EHF and APIP. Although these
genes immediately border the intergenic segment with the
highest P-value SNPs, they may not be the targets of cis-
regulatory elements within it. Hence, we analyzed a 500
kb window surrounding the SNP with highest genome-
wide significance (rs10742326) to extend across all four
genes (ELF5, EHF, APIP and PDHX) at the modifier lo-
cus. To identify cell-type-selective control elements through-
out the locus we first examined chromatin accessibility by
DNase I digestion followed by deep sequencing (DNase-
seq) in primary human tracheal (HTE (29)) and human
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Figure 1. The chromatin landscape of the 11p13 CF modifier region. UCSC genome browser graphic shows a 500 kb window surrounding the highest
P-value SNPs at 11p13 between EHF and APIP, with the most significant GWAS I+II SNP (rs10742326) shown in grey. ChIP-seq for the active histone
marks H3K27ac and H3K4me1 in Calu3 (20) and primary HBE (28) cells are shown at the top. Below are DNase-seq data showing open chromatin regions
as DNase hypersensitive sites (DHS) in fibroblast (GM03348, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/GSM1008563 (33)), Caco2 (28), 16HBE14o-, Calu3 (20),
HBE (28) and HTE (29) cells. The location of genes in the region is shown underneath, with cloned fragments assayed in reporter genes and key genomic
features relevant to experiments shown below.

bronchial (HBE (28)) epithelial cells. DNase-seq data from
two lung cell lines, an immortalized bronchial epithelial line
16HBE14o- (23) and Calu3 lung adenocarcinoma cells (22),
were also inspected (Figure 1). These results were compared
to DNase-seq data from skin fibroblasts (GM03348, http:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/GSM1008563 (33)) and Caco2
colon carcinoma cells (28) to distinguish airway-selective
from ubiquitous sites. Within the 500 kb window, there is
substantial overlap in regions of open chromatin/DHS in
HBE, HTE and Calu3 cells, consistent with their 11p13
gene expression profiles. All three cell types express abun-
dant EHF in contrast to 16HBE14o- cells which exhibit
few DHS across the region and express very low levels of
EHF. After removing ubiquitous sites that are also seen in
fibroblasts, all the EHF-expressing airway cells share 7 out
of 28 sites (25%), Calu3 and HBE share 10 (35%), Calu3
and HTE share 7 (25%), while HBE and HTE share 60%
of the peaks (17 DHS). Multiple DHS are seen in airway
cells that are not evident in Caco2 cells, suggesting func-
tions of 11p13 that are not conserved in all epithelial cell
types. Of particular interest in Figure 1 are DHS marked
with red arrows, that are restricted to HBE and HTE cells,
and those marked with black arrows, which are evident in all
three EHF expressing airway cell types. In addition to these
common peaks of open chromatin, each cell type has some
unique peaks. For clarity in functional analysis, the DHS
were named according to the chromosome 11 peak numbers
in the HTE DNase-seq data (Figure 1) (eg. Chr11.2516 =
site 2516). Additional sites not evident in HTE cells were
numbered according DNase-seq peak numbers in the rele-
vant cell type (eg. HB11.1485 in HBE cells and Ca11.1327
in Calu3 cells).

Histone marks. Next, we analyzed ChIP-seq data for the
active histone marks H3K4me1 and H3K27ac in Calu3
(20) and HBE (55) cells to determine epigenetic features
of the CF modifier locus (Figure 1). The most notable
feature was a ‘stretch-enhancer’ (34) over the EHF gene,
marked by extensive H3K27ac. For most sites marked with
H3K27Ac, coincident H3K4me1 was evident. H3K4me3, a
mark of active and poised promoters, was enriched at mul-
tiple sites across the EHF locus and at the APIP/PDHX
promoters (Supplementary Figure S1). ChIP-seq for repres-

sive histone marks (H3K27me3, H3K9me2, H3K9me3 and
H3K36me3) revealed relatively few sites of enrichment in
the region in Calu3 and HBE cells, consistent with their ac-
tive chromatin profile (Supplementary Figure S1). A peak
of H3K9me3 enrichment in both cell types within the APIP
gene coincides with an element that likely contributes to lo-
cus architecture and is discussed further below.

Since our goal was to determine the function of the 11p13
region in airway epithelium, we focused on airway cell DHS
that were associated with active histone marks. We identi-
fied eight airway-selective DHS (11.2522, 11.2524–11.2530)
and two ubiquitous DHS (11.2516 and 11.2521) (Figure
1). With the exception of 11.2524, all the DHS coincided
with peaks of both H3K4me1 and H3K27ac enrichment in
Calu3 or HBE cells, the majority in both cell types. None
of the DHS overlapped with promoters (H3K4me3 peaks)
or inactive chromatin (Supplementary Figure S1). The data
suggest that active regulatory elements/enhancers may be
associated with these sites.

Enhancer elements within multiple DHS at 11p13 activate the
EHF and ELF5 promoters

To determine the enhancer activity of 11p13 DHS carrying
active histone marks, we tested their impact on the promot-
ers of ELF5, EHF and APIP, which are all biologically rel-
evant to CF lung phenotype. Based on H3K4me3 enrich-
ment (Supplementary Figure S1) and the open chromatin
map of 11p13 (Figure 1), APIP and PDHX may share a
common, bidirectional promoter. However, because of the
high ubiquitous expression levels of PDHX and its crit-
ical role in mitochondria, we considered this an unlikely
target of airway epithelial-selective enhancer elements in
this genomic interval. Hence, we only pursued studies on
this shared promoter region in the APIP direction. First,
the activities of the ELF5, EHF and APIP promoters were
assayed after transient transfection into 16HBE14o- cells
(Figure 2A). Fragments of about 1 kb 5′ and adjacent to
each transcription start site were cloned into the promoter
site of the pGL3B luciferase reporter vector. Transfections
were done in triplicate with a Renilla vector control, and
promoter construct activity was measured after 48 hrs and
normalized to the pGL3B empty vector. The APIP pro-
moter was strongest (∼125-fold over pGL3B alone), while
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Figure 2. The 11.2516 and 11.2521 DHS encompass enhancer elements.
(A) The ELF5, EHF and APIP promoters in the pGL3B vector were trans-
fected into 16HBE14o- cells with a Renilla vector as transfection control.
Luciferase expression is normalized to Renilla values. n = 3. Open chro-
matin peaks from 11p13 were inserted into the enhancer sites of the (B)
pGL3B-ELF5, (C) pGL3B-EHF and (D) pGL3B-APIP promoter con-
structs and transfected as in (A). For DHS showing >3-fold luciferase
expression relative to the promoter-only construct, n = 3. (E), (F) show
transfections into Caco2 cells (n = 2 with each sample assayed in tripli-
cate). (E) The ELF5, EHF, and APIP promoters in the pGL3B vector, (F)
the 11.2516 and 11.2521 elements in the enhancer site of pGL3B-EHF.
The 11.2516 and 11.2521 elements were cloned in tandem into the (G)
pGL3B-ELF5 and (H) pGL3B-EHF promoter constructs and transfected
into 16HBE14o- cells, n = 3. For all panels, ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001,
**P < 0.01, *P < 0.05, ns = not significant.

EHF and ELF5 showed ∼60-fold and ∼30-fold values re-
spectively. These data are consistent with endogenous ex-
pression levels for each gene in 16HBE14o- cells (Supple-
mentary Figure S2). Here, APIP transcripts are the most
abundant, EHF levels are lower and ELF5 transcripts are
barely detectable. In this context, enhancers of the APIP

promoter may not be quantifiable in 16HBE14o- cells. Ex-
pression of ELF5, EHF, APIP and PDHX relative to �2-
microglobulin (�2M) were measured by RT-qPCR in all
the cell lines used in the current analyses (HBE, Calu3,
16HBE14o-, BEAS-2B and K562) and is shown in Supple-
mentary Figure S2. In contrast, RNA-seq data from undif-
ferentiated primary HTE and HBE cells revealed that en-
dogenous EHF expression levels were most abundant in the
primary cells, with lower APIP and ELF5 levels (Gillen et
al., unpublished).

Next, we tested the enhancer activities of the subset
of DHS 11.2516, .2521, .2522, .2524, .2525, .2526, .2527,
.2528, .2529 and .2530 with each promoter. Depending on
the extent of the DHS, 400–800 bp encompassing each ele-
ment was cloned into the enhancer site of the pGL3B vec-
tor containing the ELF5 (Figure 2B), EHF (Figure 2C), or
APIP (Figure 2D) promoters. As before, constructs were
transiently transfected in triplicate into 16HBE14o- cells
and normalized to the Renilla control. In the first screen
we identified elements with >3-fold enhancer activity rela-
tive to the promoter-only constructs for further validation,
and did not pursue the remainder. Enhancer-containing el-
ements were assayed at least three times, and also in both
the forward and reverse orientations (Supplementary Fig-
ure S3A, EHF; data not shown, ELF5). Of particular note
were 11.2516 and 11.2521, which reproducibly functioned
as strong enhancers of both the ELF5 and EHF promot-
ers (Figure 2B and C). Orientation-independent increases
of 20–40-fold were seen for the EHF promoter and 40–50-
fold for ELF5. A third element 11.2526 modestly enhanced
ELF5 gene promoter activity, but had no effect on the EHF
promoter. Other elements, including 11.2525, the DHS clos-
est to the highest P-value SNP rs10742326 (∼2 kb away),
had no impact on the ELF5 or EHF promoters. Further-
more, none of the DHS elements had a strong effect on
APIP promoter activity in 16HBE14o- cells (<3-fold, Fig-
ure 2D). The 11.2516 and 11.2521 ELF5 and EHF con-
structs were also tested in another airway epithelial cell line,
BEAS-2B, where the promoters were equally active in lu-
ciferase reporter genes (Supplementary Figure S3B), and
the Caco2 intestinal epithelial cell line (Figure 2E). The re-
sults confirmed the enhancer properties of both elements in
BEAS-2B cells, though in this line 11.2516 was much more
active than 11.2521 with both promoters (Supplementary
Figure S3C, D). Neither element was active with the EHF
promoter in Caco2 cells (Figure 2F), suggesting an airway-
specific effect.

Of additional interest was whether the 11.2516 and
11.2521 enhancers could function cooperatively to promote
gene expression. These elements were cloned together into
the enhancer site of pGL3B containing either the ELF5 or
the EHF promoter and relative luciferase activity was mea-
sured after transfection into 16HBE14o- cells as above (Fig-
ure 2G and H). The combination of 11.2516 and 11.2521
had an additive effect on the activity of both ELF5 and EHF
promoters. This result suggests these elements may cooper-
ate to regulate gene expression at 11p13. Since 11.2516 and
11.2521 are ∼80 kb apart these data implicate a complex
higher order chromatin structure that is required for proper
gene regulation.
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The 11p13 locus is organized by complex long-range chro-
matin interactions between known and novel regulatory ele-
ments

To examine the long range chromatin interactions across
11p13 in different cell types we used both publicly available
data and our own de novo analyses using circular chromo-
some conformation capture followed by deep sequencing
(4C-seq) (28,32). We also examined the location of CCCTC-
binding factor (CTCF) and cohesin occupancy sites within
the region (Myers, Hardison, Snyder Labs; ENCODE (33)),
since they are key interacting architectural proteins or-
ganizing the chromatin topologically associating domains
(TADs) (35–38). Inspection of Hi-C data in IMR-90 cells
(Ren/Yue Labs; http://www.3dgenome.org), suggests that
the entire 11p13 modifier region is contained within a sin-
gle TAD or sub-TAD, between the 3′ end of ELF5 (5′) and
the APIP/PDHX promoter (3′) (Figure 3A, apex denoted
by black arrow). Since long-range chromosome interactions
occur much more frequently within TADs than between
them (39), we next looked for 3D proximity of the enhancers
at 11.2516 and 11.2521 with other regions across the locus
using 4C-seq. Figure 3B shows interaction profiles locus-
wide in Calu3 cells from viewpoints at the EHF and APIP
promoters, the strong enhancers at 11.2516 and 11.2521,
the inactive site at 11.2525 closest to rs10742326, and the
weak enhancer at 11.2526. Two independent 4C libraries
were generated for each viewpoint.

For each 4C-seq panel, the black line shows the main
trend of interactions across the locus while below it is the
domainogram (40), which uses color-coded intensity val-
ues to show relative interactions with window sizes varying
from 2 to 50 kb. Here, red denotes the strongest interactions
and dark blue, through turquoise, to gray represent gradu-
ally decreasing frequencies. Arrows denote important data
features described in the results. In Calu3 cells, the EHF
promoter viewpoint showed interactions with the 11.2516,
11.2521 and 11.2525 elements. Also, novel elements were
found to interact with this viewpoint, including a region 5′
to 11.2516 (marked I; site HB11.1485 in Figure 1), regions
within the EHF gene body (particularly Ca11.1058/11.1327
in intron 6), the 11.2526 element, and a region within the
third intron of APIP (marked II) that is not associated with
a DHS in any cell type examined here. Viewpoints at the
11.2516 and 11.2521 enhancers confirmed their coopera-
tive interactions with the EHF promoter; 11.2516 showed
a strong association while 11.2521 exhibited a more modest
interaction. Both enhancers also appeared to have recipro-
cal associations, interactions with 11.2525, and the novel el-
ements 5′ to EHF and within APIP intron 3. The 11.2525
element did not show any defined points of association, but
rather broad, moderate levels of interaction across the lo-
cus. In contrast, the 11.2526 enhancer was weakly associ-
ated with 11.2521, elements 5′ to EHF, and APIP intron
3, but apparently not with the EHF promoter. This is con-
sistent with the luciferase assays showing a much weaker
enhancer at DHS 11.2526 than at 11.2516 and 11.2521. A
viewpoint at the APIP promoter also showed modest in-
teraction frequencies, but these were localized only to the
5′ and 3′ ends of the 11p13 region. These results suggest
that the APIP promoter is not controlled by specific cis-

regulatory elements within the 11p13 region in Calu3 cells,
and concur with enhancer assays in 16HBE14o- cells that
failed to reveal any activators of the APIP promoter.

Another important observation from the 4C-seq in Calu3
cells (Figure 3B) is that the 11p13 modifier region is con-
tained within a single TAD or sub-TAD, extending from the
novel element 5′ to EHF (I, DHS HB11.1485) to the APIP
intronic element (II). Critically, the APIP promoter lies out-
side these TAD boundaries. This suggests that 11p13 SNPs
associated with CF lung disease severity and cis-regulatory
elements within the EHF/APIP intergenic region are more
likely to impact EHF expression than APIP.

Cell-type specific conformations organize the 11p13 locus

Since cis-regulatory elements are often cell-type specific, we
next examined the 3D chromatin architecture of 11p13 in
HBE cells, which express abundant EHF, and 16HBE14o-
and K562 erythroleukemia cells in which the EHF locus is
poorly expressed. 4C-seq was performed with viewpoints at
the promoters of EHF (Figure 4A) and APIP (Figure 4B).
The EHF promoter showed similar interactions in HBE
cells to those seen in Calu3 cells at 11.2516, 11.2521 and
the novel HB11.1485 (I) and II elements. Additional in-
teractions were also seen at 11.2526 and near 11.2528. In
contrast, associations with the EHF promoter in K562 cells
were diffuse. Though a weak association with 11.2516 was
evident, there appeared to be few specific points of strong
interaction across the intergenic region. These results sug-
gest that the looped 3D chromatin structure at 11p13 is as-
sociated with airway epithelial cell types, though no direct
correlation with EHF expression levels is apparent. Addi-
tional data using different viewpoints in HBE (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4) and 16HBE14o- (Supplementary Figure S5)
cells confirm these observations. There appear to be many
more specific interactions across 11p13 in the HBE cells
than are seen in the 16HBE14o- cell line, though in both cell
types the enhancers at 11.2516 and 11.2521 interact with the
EHF promoter and boundary sites I and II. In K562 cells,
these same viewpoints showed few specific points of inter-
action across the locus, indicating a less active chromatin
structure (Supplementary Figure S6).

In contrast to the dynamic associations of active regula-
tory elements across 11p13, cis-interactions across the locus
with the APIP promoter viewpoint are quite similar in di-
verse cell types, irrespective of EHF expression (Figure 4B,
Supplementary Figures S4–S6). All cell types exhibit simi-
lar patterns of diffuse associations localized to both ends of
the 11p13 interval with no strong interaction in the central
intergenic region.

The 11p13 locus forms a TAD that is coordinated by CTCF

Regulatory elements are known to interact much more fre-
quently with gene promoters in the same TAD than with
those in adjacent TADs (39). Inspection of the Hi-C data in
Figure 3 provides a guide to the likely organization of the
chr11p13 region. Also our 4C-seq data shows strong inter-
actions between an element in intron 3 of APIP and several
sites between ELF5 and EHF. Together these data suggest
the likely location of the TAD boundaries encompassing

http://www.3dgenome.org
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Figure 3. Three dimensional chromatin architecture of 11p13 in Calu3 cells. (A) Hi-C data (Ren/Yue labs, http://www.3dgenome.org) in IMR90 cells
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Figure 4. Chromatin architecture at 11p13 is cell type specific. 4C-seq data are presented as in Figure 3 and show Calu3, HBE, 16HBE14o- and K562
cells. Interactions are from (A) the EHF promoter viewpoint and (B) the APIP promoter viewpoint. Arrows denote features discussed in the results.

EHF and the high P-value SNPs from the GWAS. To con-
firm these predictions, 4C-seq was performed in Calu3 cells
using viewpoints at the HB11.1485 site (see Figure 1) 5′ to
EHF (site I) and site II within APIP intron 3. Strong inter-
actions were seen between these 2 sites in Calu3 cells and
both were also closely associated with a site in intron 6 of
EHF and a site near 11.2525 at APIP +84 kb (Figure 5A),
that lies very close to the highest P-value rs10742326 SNP.
However, inspection of the limits of 5′ interaction with site

II in both HBE (Supplementary Figure S4) and 16HBE14o-
(Supplementary Figure S5) suggest these may extend to re-
gions upstream of site I, particularly with DHS 11.1512 at
∼ –55 kb 5′ to EHF (see Figure 1).

To further define the TAD structure at 11p13, we next
investigated enrichment of CTCF across the 11p13 locus
by using ChIP with a CTCF-specific antibody followed by
quantitative PCR. CTCF is known to function at insula-
tor elements and often defines the boundaries of TADs
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(41). A site 48.9 kb downstream of the CFTR translational
stop site previously identified to have strong CTCF occu-
pancy was used as a positive control (38), and a region on
chromosome 11 showing no chromatin marks or transcrip-
tion factor binding according to ENCODE was used as
a negative control (20) (see Supplementary Table S1B for
primers). In agreement with our hypothesis that elements
I and II function as boundary elements, we found signif-
icant enrichment of CTCF at these sites in Calu3 (Figure
5B), 16HBE14o- and K562 cells (both in Supplementary
Figure S7), as well as at the +48.9 kb CFTR site. In all
three cell types, CTCF enrichment at site II was substan-
tially higher than at site I [primers for site II were located ∼1
kb from the 4C-seq viewpoint at an ENCODE-documented
CTCF site in APIP intron 2]. The APIP +84 kb element
(near 11.2525), which displayed 4C interactions with the
EHF promoter, element I, and element II, was also found
to have significant CTCF enrichment in Calu3 and K562
cells, though not in 16HBE14o- cells. Other elements, such
as 11.2516 and 11.2521, which we found to function as en-
hancer elements, did not show substantial CTCF enrich-
ment in Calu3 cells, though 11.2516 had minor yet signif-
icant CTCF occupancy (Figure 5B). None of the enhancer
sites bound CTCF in the other cell types assayed (Supple-
mentary Figure S7). Since the 4C-seq boundaries of inter-

action with several viewpoints appeared to extend beyond
sites I and II, we also evaluated CTCF occupancy at the
neighboring sites predicted from ENCODE data (33,42–
44). DHS 11.2512 (EHF-55kb) and a site in APIP intron
1 both showed highly significant levels of CTCF binding.
These results concur with our 4C data and predict that
the 11.2512/HB11.1485 and APIP intron 1/intron 2 sites
are the invariant TAD or sub-TAD boundaries encom-
passing EHF and its regulatory elements at the 11p13 lo-
cus. Consistent with this hypothesis is the orientation of
the CTCF motifs at 11.2512/HB11.1485 and APIP intron
1/intron 2 which are convergent (Figure 5B) (45–47). A re-
dundancy in CTCF sites at TAD boundaries is often ob-
served (28,48,49). However, the broad interactions observed
upstream of 11.2512 indicate that site I may also have a
structural role in cell type-specific regulation of ELF5.

Based on our data, we established a model for how the
11p13 region may function in vivo (Figure 6). In cell types,
such as 16HBE14o-, Calu3, and HBE where the locus is ac-
tive and EHF expressed, 11p13 is organized by CTCF into
a TAD limited by the EHF upstream and APIP intronic
elements. A third site, near 11.2525 (APIP +84 kb) aids in
holding the 3D structure together, while enhancers 11.2516,
11.2521 and 11.2526 within the EHF/APIP intergenic re-
gion recruit the transcription factors that promote EHF
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cessible to transcription factors that promote gene expression. Genes are
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colored circles, and cis-regulatory elements identified in the results section
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expression. Though we show these enhancers also interact
with the ELF5 gene promoter in reporter gene assays, this
locus appears to be located within an adjacent TAD, so is
less likely to be a target in vivo. The APIP/PDHX promoter
lies outside of the main regulatory region, either requiring
fewer or entirely different enhancer elements to drive gene
expression. In contrast, the 3D organization of the 11p13
locus in cell types that do not express EHF, such as K562
cells, is much more compact. Though the TAD is invariant
and reliant on CTCF binding, regulatory elements may re-
main buried in the chromatin.

DISCUSSION

Using a combination of data generated de novo and by min-
ing the ENCODE database (33) we reveal key features of
the 11p13 region that encompasses a modifier of cystic fi-
brosis lung disease severity (13,14). Since the most signifi-
cant SNPs lie in an intergenic interval and thus may influ-
ence regulatory elements, we specifically focused our stud-
ies on primary airway cells and airway cell lines. The ge-
nomic tools we used identified both ubiquitous features of
11p13 and airway-selective sites. Of note, two regions of
open chromatin functioned as enhancer elements for the
nearby EHF and ELF5 promoters in lung epithelial cell
types. One of these sites (11.2516) is enriched for RNA
polymerase (Pol2), as shown by ChIP-seq with an antibody
specific for the largest subunit of Pol2 (Pol2–4H8; Myers,
Hardison Labs, ENCODE (33)). This is consistent with the
presence of enhancer RNAs (eRNAs) transcribed at these
elements (50,51). Circular chromosome conformation cap-
ture experiments confirmed that these enhancers associated
with each other in airway cells and also interacted with
multiple cis-elements at the EHF locus including a site in
the sixth intron that is similarly enriched for Pol2. In addi-
tion, 4C-seq revealed the topologically associating domains

across the 11p13 region and showed that the EHF locus is
separated from the APIP promoter by a boundary element
located within the APIP gene body. The highest P-value
SNPs in the GWAS lie within this TAD implicating aspects
of EHF regulation and/or function to underlie the pheno-
typic association with lung disease severity.

In previous studies we identified EHF as a critical regula-
tor of responses to injury in the lung (20). EHF may activate
or repress gene expression, and it is enriched in intronic and
intergenic regions coinciding with histone marks associated
with enhancers (20). EHF depletion delays wound closure
and increases transepithelial resistance of lung epithelial
cells. Hence, alterations in its expression from the 11p13
locus due to regulatory variants could modify wounding
responses in the CF lung. Furthermore, EHF is regulated
by NF-�B signaling, which is a known mediator of chronic
inflammation in CF (19,52). The CFTR p.Phe508del mu-
tation has been shown to constitutively activate NF-�B
through a misfolded protein stress response in the ER (53).
Consistent with these observations are recent findings from
our group and others showing that rare EHF alleles or
EHF depletion impacts genes involved in protein folding
and trafficking (54,55), thereby linking EHF regulation to
p.PheF508del CFTR. Combined with recent findings that
the 11p13 GWAS signal is driven by the F508del genotype
(15), an axis combining mutant CFTR, enhanced NF-�B
signaling, and altered EHF expression provides a likely ex-
planation for disease modification in CF lung epithelia.

Our data support a primary role for EHF in modifying
CF lung disease severity; however, it does not exclude the
participation of other genes at 11p13 or nearby. To date, a
search for expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) using
data from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project
(56) (www.gtexportal.org) has not revealed any loci corre-
sponding to GWAS I+II SNPs that significantly alter gene
expression at the region. However, in several tissue types
(including the lung), eQTLs were identified just 5′ to the
GWAS SNPs that correlate with expression of APIP. Lo-
cated towards the 5′ side of the EHF/APIP intergenic re-
gion and over the APIP gene body, the significant eQTLs
do not overlap with the GWAS signal and therefore are un-
likely to fall within regulatory elements or the main TAD
we identified. It is still possible that SNPs altering levels
of other non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) could underlie the
disease-association of the 11p13 region.

A search for causal variant(s) among the SNPs identified
in the CF modifier GWAS has not proven fruitful. Over-
lapping the location of SNPs from the GWAS with chro-
matin features at 11p13 was not informative. The highest p-
value SNP, rs10742326, coincides with a peak of H3K27ac
in the Calu3 lung adenocarcinoma line but not in primary
airway (bronchial or tracheal) cells. The nearest region of
open chromatin (DHS) in any cell type is >2 kb away and
the closet peaks of H3K4me1 are >3 kb proximal or dis-
tal to the site. Further, rs1074236 does not exactly coincide
with any negative histone marks or with binding sites for the
architectural proteins CTCF and cohesin. Altogether, these
data suggest that the SNP is unlikely to create or destroy a
key transcription factor binding site or impact enhancer ac-
tivity. Thus, we predict that the top SNP(s) are indicative of
the causative haplotype rather than conferring direct func-

http://www.gtexportal.org
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tionality. The high linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the
11p13 region and location of SNPs in LD with one another
across regions of open chromatin supports this hypothesis.

Our data focus attention on the likely role of EHF in CF
lung disease. Moreover, the identification of enhancers for
this gene at 11p13 is consistent with a cell-specific expres-
sion profile for EHF. Though the two strong EHF enhancers
we identified coincided with ubiquitous DHS, luciferase as-
says showed enhancer activity was restricted to lung epithe-
lial cells. In contrast, no substantial enhancers of the APIP
promoter were found in this genomic interval, as might be
expected for a gene with constitutively high expression lev-
els. In addition, a viewpoint at the APIP promoter revealed
very few discrete sites of interaction across 11p13 in 4C-seq.
Of course it is possible that other regulatory mechanisms
for APIP are housed at 11p13 in some cell types, but after
extensive data mining in the region, we have no supportive
evidence for this.

The 4C-seq data generated with the EHF promoter view-
point showed many highly specific interactions in several
epithelial cell types, suggesting the existence of cis-elements
that regulate EHF expression. These interacting elements
include the 11.2516 and 11.2521 enhancers, but also other
sites with currently undefined functions. This is particularly
evident in lung epithelial cells where multiple sites of strong
interaction are located within the EHF gene and correspond
to an extended enhancer marked by broad H3K27Ac en-
richment (34). In agreement, imputed chromatin state mod-
els from the Roadmap Epigenomics Project indicate active
enhancer elements throughout a ∼50 kb region spanning
EHF introns specifically in epithelial cell types (57).

Other novel chromatin interactions that we identified,
particularly with viewpoints at APIP intron 3 and the EHF
promoter, involved CTCF-binding elements across the re-
gion. As we and others observed previously, occupancy of
CTCF at TAD boundaries is invariant between different cell
types (28,39,41,58). However, other CTCF sites within the
TAD show different levels of CTCF occupancy and associ-
ated interaction profiles in diverse cell types, consistent with
a known role of CTCF in cell-specific intra-TAD loop for-
mation (41,59,60). An example is the site at APIP +84 kb,
which is highly enriched for CTCF in Calu3 cells but has
very low occupancy in 16HBE14o- cells, where the intra-
TAD interactions are less prominent. Moreover, airway ep-
ithelial cells that express abundant EHF have a different
interaction profile than K562 cells where the gene is inac-
tive. It is also possible that ELF5 and EHF exhibit coordi-
nate regulation, which influences the chromatin conforma-
tion across 11p13. This would correlate well with both pro-
moters being activated by the 11.2516 and 11.2516 elements
in reporter gene assays and with additional interactions up-
stream of EHF identified by 4C.

Current data do not exclude the possibility that epithelial
cells are not the functional cell type underlying the associa-
tion of 11p13 with CF lung disease severity, and in those cell
types EHF/ELF5 might not be the key loci. However, our
results suggest that cis-regulatory elements at 11p13 are the
key feature of the GWAS modifier region and posit EHF as
their likely target.
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